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Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group Meeting #29 
 
1st April 2019, Chapel Schoolroom, Hutton Rudby  

 
1. Attendance & Apologies 
  

In Attendance: Allan Mortimer (Chair), Alan Bates, Richenda Broad, Adrian Davey, Sue 
Finnigan, Emma Foden, Jeff Hulse, Niall Innes, Stuart McArthur, Liam Percy, 
Derek Simpson (Secretary), Katie Atkinson (KVA) 
 
Ten members of the public  

 
Apologies:   Mike Fenwick (work), Bridget Fortune (conflict with HDC duties), Tom 

Pickering (work commitments) Richard Readman 
 
 

2. Procedural Issues 
 

a. Approval of Minutes of 4th March 2019 
 

The minutes were accepted. 
 

b. Correspondence 
 
A number of emails had been received from local residents concerning the designation of the 
field in the Leven Valley as green space; a proposal from the landowner in support of partial 
designation of the field in the Leven Valley as green space; emails from the tenant farmer at 
Embleton Farm concerning development options.  The chair said these would be considered at 
the appropriate point in the agenda. 
 
 

3. Costs / Budget / Grants 
 

a. Costs  
 
 The costs to date are £11,700.15. 
 

Post meeting note:  The above figure did not include the estimated fees for the consultant 
attendance at this meeting.  Inclusion of these costs would increase the figure to £11,828.05 
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b. End of grant reporting 
 

The end of year expenditure report for the Locality grant will be presented to the next 
meeting of the RPC.  Unspent funds will be rolled over into 2019/20 and there is no need to 
return funds and reapply as in the previous year.  There are sufficient funds in hand for all the 
planned activities over the next few months. 
 

 
4. Housing Sites & Site Selection Criteria 
 

a. Report from sub-group on selection criteria 
 

RB reminded the meeting that  
 

• the site assessments were undertaken in mid/late 2017 

• it was an assessment of sites and not development proposals 

• it was based on the need to find sites for 70 dwellings 

• three locations involving four sites were identified 
 

Since the original recommendations were made 
 

• the working number of dwellings has come down to around 25 

• two sites (Stokesley Road (withdrawn)and Enterpen (heritage concerns)) have dropped 
out 

• the location left (for two sites) is Paddocks End/Langbaurgh 

• this location was the best received site with access via Paddocks End 
 

RB reported that AB and DS had been added to the original review group for better 
geographic coverage and to add experience from the earlier work.   
 
The sub-group believed that the original criteria were valid for the reduced number of 
dwellings and no additional criteria would have been added had it been known that the target 
was for a smaller number of dwellings. 
 
Due to the desired housing mix and related viability issues, it was felt that one site was now 
the most feasible.   The Paddocks End/Langbaurgh location, with access from Paddocks End, 
was considered the most appropriate location.  With the reduced number of dwellings, it was 
questionable whether phasing of development would be viable for the required housing mix. 
 
It was agreed that the sub-groups report be accepted. (Proposed by SM, Seconded by NI) 
 

b. Review of site strategy 
 

It was noted that unless there was new evidence that the site scoring would remain the same.  
(In the case of Enterpen, new evidence in the form of a heritage report became available 
which affected the scoring.)   
 
A member of the public raised the question of whether road safety should have been part of 
the criteria.  The Chair noted that this issue had been raised before and road safety is dealt 
with at the design stage. 
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NI did not believe there was any reason to re-assess the sites. 
 
LP noted that the emails concerning Embleton Farm related to development issues and that 
the site had scored badly when assessed against the site criteria.  SM felt the matters raised in 
the emails did not fit in with the process at this stage.  AM noted that revised development  
proposals do not affect site scoring, as it is the sites that are being assessed not the 
development proposals.  
 
A member of the public asked how far the SG went in the allocation of sites.  The SG discuss 
proposals and make recommendations but it is the local planning authority (Hambleton) who 
make the decisions on whether any subsequent planning application should be approved. 
 
It was agreed that the SG (proposed by SM, seconded by LP) 
 

• did not need to revaluate the sites,  

• it would recommend proceeding based on the Paddocks End/Langbaurgh location 
(access from Paddocks End),  

• and it would recommend development be in one phase   
 
DS and AD advised the meeting that due to their properties being adjacent to Embleton Farm, 
that they would not speak or vote on this matter. 

 
 

5. Green Space Proposal from R Readman (Not present) 
 

The Chair reminded the meeting that this item only concerned the field between South View and 
the River Leven.  At the previous meeting the SG considered the whole field or any part of it met 
the paragraph 100 criteria for green space; the issue, was whether the site was capable of 
enduring beyond the end of the plan period (para 99). 
 
Since the last meeting, the landowner had written to the SG proposing to increase the area he 
would support as a green space.  The Chair noted that the decision to be made was whether to 
recommend green space in line with the landowner's proposal or to recommend the whole field. 
 
A number of comments were made by the public and SG members 
 

• a generous/sufficient offer from the land owner to retain the area's characteristics 

• could build anywhere and very prominent 

• building would spoil the openness 

• accept boundaries as proposed 

• shape proposed is not self contained; four of the six boundaries not self evident 

• not fulfilling technical requirement of being self contained 

• could put a hedge along proposed boundaries 

• limited evidence of how inspectors handle these cases 

• inspector can amend boundaries 

• higher probability of acceptance of green space recommendation with land owner's 
support 

• not mandatory to have land owner's support 

• planting of trees would reduce visibility when views are important 

• planners are acutely aware of site 
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• land owner's move sufficient and support their proposal 
 

It was proposed by EF and seconded by SM that the landowner's proposal be accepted. 
 
It was proposed by DS and seconded by NI that the full field be recommended. 
 
The chair advised that as the motion to accept the landowner’s proposal had been formed first it 
would be voted on first, but if it failed then a vote would be taken on the alternative proposal. 
 
It was agreed by eight votes to three to accept the landowner's proposal.  As the first proposal 
was passed, the second proposal was not voted on. 
 
 

6. Consultation event 
 
It will be held on Saturday, 6th April (2-5) and Wednesday, 10th April (7-9) in the Village Hall. 
 
A member of the public asked what happens if someone cannot attend either session.  The Chair 
suggested they write to him. 
 
A member of the public asked whether it was appropriate for all members of the SG to attend the 
events.  The Chair expects that any SG members present will offer a neutral and unbiased view of 
the SG's recommendations.  SG members were expected to explain the background and thinking 
behind the recommendation but not enter into a discussion on their personal views.  If an 
attendee wishes to raise an issue then they will be encouraged to attach their query (as normal) 
to the relevant board/table.  All queries will be recorded and responded to via the web site. 
 
 

7. Issues to Refer to Rudby Parish Council 
 
No items to refer 

 
 

8. AOB 
 

A member of the public considered the minute relating to the partial/full green space designation 
of the field between South View and the River Leven in the previous minutes to be biased in the 
phrasing used to describe the probability of acceptance of designation with and without the 
landowner's support.  DS said he just recorded what was said.  The chair said that he did not 
accept there was bias in the minutes. 
 
 

9. Next Meeting 
  

Time & Date:  Tuesday 7pm, 7th May 2019  Location:  Chapel Schoolroom 
 
Please note the change of day due to the Bank Holiday. 
 
 
 
 


